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Browning Hunting Blinds Updates Phantom X Hunting Blind
█

Browning Hunting Blinds updates the Phantom X blind to include a large, double-door design.

Browning Hunting Blinds is pleased to announce an update to their widely successful Phantom X hunting blind.
This update features a new double-door design, created specifically to make the blind more accessible for easier
entry and exit. "We’re constantly looking for ways to improve our blinds in terms of form and function,” says Zach
Scheidegger, product manager. “The new double door on the Phantom X makes carrying large gear – such as packs
and blind chairs – in and out easier and helps the blind to be more accessible overall.”
The new double door measures 41 inches in width, compared to the Browning Hunting Blinds Phantom blind, which
measures 24 inches in width. The new wider door is another feature to this already feature-rich hunting blind. The
Phantom X features durable, brushed 600D polyester fabric with blacked-out backing for enhanced concealment
and reduced noise and sheen. A ground skirt helps keep scent in and light out and brush loops give even more
concealment options. The Phantom X uses a SILENT-TRAC window system for limitless window positions, has
180-degree curtain-style viewing area and is equipped with removable, “shoot-thru” mesh window options. Durable,
oversized #10 zippers; strong, yet flexible fiberglass poles and oversized stakes with tie-downs all work together
to create a durable blind that will withstand the elements. Included with the blind are four gear pockets for extra
storage, a bow hanger and an LED swivel clip light.
To learn more about the Phantom X hunting blind, and other hunting blinds by Browning Hunting Blinds, please visit
them online at http://www.browningcamping.com/products/blinds.
ALPS Brands is a proud licensee and distributor of Browning Hunting Blinds.
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